Abstract While there are many useful models of agents and multi-agent systems, they are typically defined in an informal way and applied in an ad-hoc fashion. Consequently, multi-agent system designers have been unable to fully exploit these models commonalities and specialise or reuse them for specific problems. In order to fully exploit these models and facilitate their reuse we propose a formal approach based upon organizational concepts. The formal notation is the result of the composition of Object-Z and statecharts. The semantics of this multi-formalisms is defined by transition systems. This operational semantics enables validation and verification of specifications. We present this approach through the specification of the satisfaction-altruism model which has been used to design situated multi-agent systems. We put the emphasis on the specification of a mobile robot architecture based on the refinement of this model. The availability of such generic models is a fundamental basis for reuse. We also show how to analyse the specification by validation and verification.
Introduction
While there are many useful models of agents and multi-agent systems, they are typically defined in an informal way and applied in an ad-hoc fashion. Consequently, multi-agent system designers have been unable to fully exploit these models commonalities and specialise or reuse them for specific problems. We believe, and the experience bear this out, that formal specification can be used to describe model concepts which can be refined to fulfil a particular system needs. The aim of this paper is to present a formal approach for the specification of MAS models and their reuse. This formal approach allows validation and verification and is presented through a case study. First a formal specification of a multi-agent model is given then it is refined for a specific application. The specification approach is based on a formal notation OZS [5] and an organizational framework [9] . The organizational framework gives methodological rules in order to specify a system in terms of an organizational meta-model named RIO which stands for Role, Interaction and Organization [10] . This point of view is the basis of several other specification approaches such as [18, 4] . The OZS notation is the result of the composition of Object-Z [3] and statecharts [7] . This multi-formalisms notation allows the modeling of systems with both reactive and functional aspects. Indeed, the basic construct of this notation is an Object-Z class which encapsulates a statechart. The Object-Z class specify attributes and operations in a set-theoretic fashion and the statechart specifies how the class react to external and internal events. This notation allows the prototyping and the verification of produced specifications. The prototyping and verification processes enable the production of correct specifications which can be refined downto executable code as shown in the figure 1. Each concept of the RIO meta-model is specified by an OZS class which may encapsulates a statechart in order to specify behaviours. We present this approach through the formal specification of a multi-agent architecture: the satisfaction-altruism model [16, 17] . This model is based on a behavior-based architecture as [1] and introduces a cooperation mechanism. This one is defined as reactions to the perception of simple signals broadcasted by agents. We illustrate the refinement of the resulting formal model in order to specify a mobile robot application. However, the specification approach isn't limited to behavior-based architecture. Indeed, in [6] we have specified a mentalistic based architecture. The paper is organized as follows : section 2 introduces the OZS notation. Section 3 abstracts the satisfaction-altruism model. Section 4 presents the formal specification of the satisfaction-altruism model with the OZS notation and section 5 the mobile robots extension. Section 6 illustrates prototyping and verification on this case study. Eventually, section 7 concludes.
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Figure1: Specification refinement process
OZS Notation
Many specification formalisms can be used to specify entire system but few, if any, are particularly suited to model all aspects of such systems. For large or complex systems, like MAS, the specification may use more than one formalism or extend one formalism. Our choice is to use Object-Z to specify the transformational aspects and statecharts to specify the reactive aspects. Object-Z extends Z [12] with objectoriented specification support. The basic construct is the class which encapsulates state schema and operation schemas which may affect its variables. The notation for attribute modification consists of the modified attributes which belongs to the ∆-list. In any operation sub-schema, attributes before their modification are noted by their names and attributes after the operation are suffixed by '. The result of the composition of Object-Z and statecharts seems particularly suited in order to specify MAS. Indeed, each formalism has constructs which enable complex structure specification. Moreover, aspects such as reactivity and concurrency can be easily dealt with. The satisfaction-altruism model has been developped to integrate intentional cooperative behaviors into the collective solving problem approach. Assume the system is composed of simple self-organized entities (reactive agents) working for a common goal. Intentional cooperation is integrated thanks to three concepts. The first concept is personal satisfaction. It is a value computed continuously by each agent (noted P), representing the evolution of the current task. At each step of the decision cycle, the agent computes a variation v of the value P , which can be a positive value if it progresses or a negative value if it regresses or stagnates (see details in [16] ). The cycle action-perception-update of P is shown in figure  2 for one agent. The second concept is dynamical influences. They are simple attractive or repulsive signals locally emitted by the agents towards their neighbors (represented by Signal arrows in figure 2 ). An influence is released when an agent perceives conflicts or possibilities to cooperate with its neighbors (represented by the constraints evaluation box in figure 2 ). The influences are coded by values defined in the same interval as P, with positive values for attraction and negative ones for repulsion. The last concept is altruistic behavior. Each agent computes in its actionselection module a comparative test between the values of the perceived influences and its personal satisfaction (P). If the intensity of an external influence is greater than P then the agent stops its current task and executes a predetermined altruistic behavior. It is a response to the strongest influence: a displacement to go towards the emitter or to move away. Note that agents executing an altruistic behavior can propagate the signal they perceive. It is useful to solve conflicts involving several close agents [17] . This model constitutes an extension of the Artificial Potential Field (APF) approach in the sense that agents emit dynamical signals which are perceived by others as environmental influences. These dynamical influences can be then combined to other classical perceptions, for instance the repulsions from the close obstacles. This combination is represented by the sum operation in figure 2 . Different distributed problems have been efficiently solved by this model. On the one hand with simulation tools: forraging tasks [16] , navigation conflicts solving [17] , cooperation for box-pushing and box-cutting in heterogenous multi-robot systems [2] . On the other hand with real autonomous mobile robots: navigation conflicts solving [13] .
Satisfaction-altruism kernel specification
The satisfaction-altruism model is now detailed through its formal specification, using the previously introduced approach. The analysis of the satisfactionaltruism model using RIO is out of the scope of this paper. We only present the classes we obtained. The class DiscreteSensor specifies a discrete sensor device. The first line of the class introduces the Intensity abbreviation by the == symbol. Intensity denotes [−P max , P max ] interval where P max is a real constant. The next unnamed subschema specifies the state space of the class. Such a device takes as input a discrete number of signals which are represented by the stimulus sequence. Each different sensor, indexed by a number i in N, gives a different signal, stimulus(i ). One can select the greater signal received by the getMax operation. An operation is enclosed in named sub-schema and is divided in two parts. The first part, above a short line is a declaration part and the second part below the short line is a predicate part. To include output (resp input) parameters the name of the variable should end with an exclamation (resp question) mark. In the getMax operation there is an output variable s. The predicate part specifies the s domain and states that s is the greater stimulus perceived. With the SAAgent class we introduce an agent based upon the satisfactionaltruism kernel. Its attributes, operations and behaviour are defined according to the satisfaction-altruism model. The class SAAgent inherits from Agent defined in the RIO framework [9] and specifies the Satisfaction/Altruism behavior model. The altruismTest boolean decides if the agent must be in individual state or altruism state. It is defined as a λ-expression which evaluates the condition included in the predicate part. The agent attributes are first an action it currently undergo : current. Then the agent is described by weights attached to the actions it can do weight. These different weights can be modified by the agents evolution and their initial values are defined by initialWeight. The progressionReward function maps each action to a 3-uplet giving the bonus or malus values for agents satisfaction when it is respectively in progression, in regression or locked. The statechart included in the behavior sub-schema specifies the behavior of SAAgent. It consists of two exclusive-or states. These states specify the individual and altruistic behaviors. By default an agent is in individual state and if the altruism test becomes true then it is in altruistic state. Each superstate is divided in two parts. First an action part which is the reaction to events and second a communication part which emits a I valued signals. The operations of the class are P which computes the personal satisfaction of the agent according to the Satisfaction Altruism model and I ext which selects the perceived signal with the maximum intensity. Eventually, actionSelection decides for the individual state which action is to be achieved. This operation modifies the state space of the class. Specifically it modifies the current and weight variables. These variables are listed in the ∆-list of the operation. The mechanism of action selection isn't described further here since we restrict actions to movements in the sequel. 
Principle of robots behavior
In the previous section we have presented the kernel of the satisfaction-altruism model. To apply it on concrete problems it is necessary to refine the agent perceptions and to clarify the satisfaction computation. Here we aim to define a mobile robot architecture using the model to allow agents cooperation for navigation. In order to treat navigational conflicts the satisfaction-altruism kernel is refined by adding the key concepts of : displacement, perception and satisfaction. When an agent tries to move towards a direction its displacement is defined by a vector (V). This vector represents the current task of the agent. When the agent gets the altruist state this vector becomes equal to the predetermined reaction to signals. In any case the vector V integrates obstacles avoidance. An agent blocked by the fault of others emit a repulsive signal when its satisfaction becomes negative (the value emitted is then equals to P ). When an agent perceives such a signal and the intensity of the signal is higher than its personal satisfaction the agent tries to move away from the transmitting agent. It is the altruistic reaction.
Each agent is equipped with sensors allowing the detection of walls and robots, towards different directions (into [0˚,360˚]). When the agent can progress towards its goal the variation of satisfaction v is positive (equal to m > 0). When it moves
away v is a negative value (equals to n ≤ 0). If the agent is locked (paralized) the variation of P is equal to f , with f < n ≤ 0. The value f is computed in function of the elements surrounding the agent. Each element has a negative weight: value θ for robots, θ' for walls as θ' < θ < 0 because walls are stronger constraints than mobile robots. v is then computed as the sum of these weights over all the directions. In other words, the more an agent is surrounded by walls the faster its satisfaction will decrease. As a consequence, there is an induced emergent phenomenon that moves agents from the more constrained regions to the less constrained ones, cf [17] .
Classes for the mobile robot extension
The DiscreteSituatedSensor class inherits from DiscreteSensor . It specifies a sensor which devices are located at given angles. The signal type introduced in the beginning of the class is defined as a free type by the ::= symbol and we enumerate the possible value for this type. The different possible values are: ∅ (which means no signal), obstacle or agent (another robot). For each specific sensor one can know the signal type with getSignalType operation and the number of sensors activated with the getActivatedSensor operation. Eventually the MobileRobot class specifies a robot which behavior is based on the satisfaction altruism model. This class inherits from SAAgent. In this class we precise many things. The propagation condition of the agent is true whenever the external signal (I ext ) is less than zero (i.e. repulsive signal) and when there is a robot in its way. One agent perceives a hinderer when there is one agent just in front of him. An agent progresses if and only if its move is non zero. An agent is locked whenever its moving vector is zero and it can't be in regression. In order to simulate random we use a non described operation random which outputs a random number in the set {−30, −15, 0, 15, 30}.
The mobile robots environment is specified by the coordinate of the mobile robots and the position of obstacles. It refines the Environment class of the RIO framework.
6 Specification analysis
Prototyping
The prototyping is performed by using STATEMATE [8] ; an environment which allows the prototyping and the simulation of the statechart specifications. The specification analysis is based upon execution of the statecharts and can be done using two techniques. The first technique is simulation and the second is animation. In our case simulation would consist in assigning probabilities to events or actions occurrences. With this technique one can evaluate quantitative parameters of the specified system. As an example, in the satisfaction-altruism model, probabilities can be assigned to agent in order to simulate exploration of various environments. Animation technique consists of testing the specification with predefined interaction scenarios. It enables one to test if the system behavior is consistent with requirements. In order to evaluate our specification of the architecture we simulated the behavior of two robots evolving in a particular environment. We defined a closed narrow corridor where it is impossible for two agents to inter-cross, as showed in figure 3a . The goal of each agent is to find an exit by exploring the whole corridor. With such an environment exploration conflicts are unavoidable and lead to the emission of repulsive signals and altruistic reactions. In particular, when the agents meet around the center they both try to push back the other, this causes a quick fall of their satisfactions. The more unsatisfied agent repulses the other to an extremity of the corridor. As the ends are closed the agents will be blocked again. The first agent to arrive at one end of the corridor will be surrounded by three walls. Thus it will be more constrained than the other agent and its satisfaction will decrease faster. The model ensures that it will then repulse the other agent and thus both will continuously explore the environment. If an exit for the corridor is artificially created the robots will take it.
The figures 3b and 3c shows an example of such a test. The x axis represents time and y axis represents discretized positions in the corridor for the 3b figure and level of satisfaction for each robot for the 3c figure. One can see that levels of satisfaction and trajectories are correlated. Indeed, each time the two robots are locked the satisfaction levels decrease. They decrease faster when a robot is locked against a wall. As soon as the altruism test becomes true the concerned robot plays the altruist role and changes its direction (it is the case around times 109, 155 and 235). If a robot isn't locked and can explore the corridor following its initial direction its satisfaction level increases.
This animation shows an exemple of the execution of the specification for a specific environment (the corridor) and a specific number of agents. These parameters can be easily modified in order to check the specification against pertinent test cases. It is important to note that the validation of the specification by simulation gives similar results as the real world experiments [13] , see figure  4 . This figure, called hedograph from the Greek hedos which means satisfaction, shows the satisfaction levels of two real robots. The simulation is performed by executing the behaviour part of the obtained specifications without developping a specific simulator. The simulation tool offers an interactive simulation mode and a program controlled mode. In the latter a program written in a high level language replaces the user. One feature of this programming language is the breakpoint construct. Breakpoint stop the specification execution when a condition is verified. Possible uses of breakpoints are, for example, configuration tests with predefined interaction scenarios and output of statistics.
Verification
OZS semantics [5] is based upon transition systems as defined in [15] . It means that for each OZS specification there is an associated transition system. This transition system represents the set of possible computations the specification can produce. With such transition systems and software tools like STeP [14] one can verify specification properties. With STeP specification properties are expressed in Linear-time Temporal Logic formulas and the verification may be done by using two techniques. The first technique is model-checking which enables the verification of the satisfiability of a property. The STeP model-checker proves or refutes validity of LTL formulas relatively to a transition system. To establish the satisfiability of history invariant H one must actually establish that ¬ H is not valid. This technique is the simplest to use but is limited by the specification state space. The second technique is semi-automatic proof. It is based on deductive method. The deductive methods of STEP verify temporal properties of systems by means of verification rules, e.g. induction and verification diagrams. Verification rules are used to reduce temporal properties of systems to first-order verification conditions. Verification diagrams provide a visual language for guiding, organizing and displaying proofs. Verification diagrams allows the user to construct proofs hierarchically, starting from a high-level, intuitive proof sketch and proceeding incrementally, as necessary, through layers of greater detail. The specifier can help the proover if it can not proove a property by introducing axioms. For our case study one has to refine the RobotsEnvironment class to specify the It means that if there exists one agent that perceives an obstacle or other agents from all its sensors (the agent is locked), eventually this agent will be freed ans thus at least one perception will be void.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an approach which allows specification, validation and verification of MAS. Moreover, we have specified a particular MAS model, the satisfaction-altruism one. This reactive-based model is useful for cooperation between situated agents (or robots). We have shown validation and verification examples for the satisfaction-altruism specification. This formalization shows that our approach can be applied to behavior-based architectures, that were not formally analysed at the beginning. We have thus applied a reverseengineering approach to specify formally this model. The result is composed of OZS [5] classes which specify each component of the satisfaction-altruism model. The first level of the specification specifies the kernel of the satisfaction-altruism model. The second level refines the first and specifies an extension applied to mobile robots.
